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Chapter 491 

After a heavy snowfall overnight, Lilly enjoyed a long sleep during the weekend, snuggled up in a cozy 

blanket. 

“Master, why does it feel more comfortable to stay in bed when it’s cold compared to when it’s hot?” 

Lilly curiously inquired, wrapped snugly in her small blanket. 

As Pablo wrote and doodled in a brochure, he replied, “That’s because the warmth of a quilt in cold 

weather lingers and envelops you, unlike an air conditioner in summer,” 

Lilly tilted her head and pondered, “In spring, I feel like napping all the time; in summer, I’m always 

sleepy; in autumn, I don’t think much; and in winter, I struggle to wake up… Why can’t we go to school 

with our blankets? I wanna bring mine every day!” 

The corner of Pablo’s mouth twitched, and he jokingly responded, “Imagine if everyone went out with 

their blankets, it would be quite difficult to recognize each other when saying hello.” 

Lilly suddenly had an epiphany and exclaimed, “Oh, that’s true!” 

Pablo remained silent. 

He the little girl sticking out her foot, the Crawford Mansion had heaters in place, making the weather 

not too cold. 

Once Lilly got out of bed, she swiftly dressed and put on her shoes before rushing downstairs. 

“Grandma, where are you going?” Lilly noticed that Bettany appeared to be heading out. 

Bettany replied, “Your Uncle Anthony forgot something, and I’m going to give it to him,” 

Hugh interjected, “Why not ask Jack to take care of it?” 

The elderly lady gave him a blank stare. “What do you know? Why can’t I visit my son?” 

It had been years since she last visited Anthony, and it was simply a whim. 

Hugh quickly added, “Go ahead then, just make sure to dress warmly when you go out and don’t catch a 

cold,” 

Despite the less-than-pleasant remarks, Bettany was prepared to leave with her belongings. 

“Grandma, I wanna 

reason to object, so they 

upon glancing at her homework, she could not help but 

homework in just 

It seemed completely illogical. 



finished getting dressed and added, “I’ll come 

the room, Zachary was writing something. Seeing Drale hesitate, he did not follow 

… 

of the psychiatric hospital, a chilling atmosphere 

of the institution, with Charlie trailing behind him. Charlie suggested, “Mr. Anthony, should 

casually, “I’ll 

had been a gift from his sister, so it 

for over 

Veronica initially entered the psychiatric hospital, all her belongings were confiscated, and she did not 

Anthony answered Charlie. 

of their surroundings, 

this could protect him in case any other passing psychopaths suddenly become 

safe distance and walked behind them to minimize 

proceeded calmly and composedly through the ward, occasionally 

support, and all my money. Do I 

replied, “No, 

Amy said, “That’s right,” 

a secret! I’m 

“When did I 

and shattered my precious achievement! Moreover, there is a sixteen-year-old girl downstairs who was 

close to being a Goddess, and they killed her! The most absurd incident involved the astral projection 

experts at the mortuary, who unbelievably desired to burn their skins! Additionally, in the neighboring 

hotel, there were prostitutes… Oh, we need more talented candidates to be 

his composure. In a hushed tone, he said, “These patients are quite entertaining. I expected to 

“They may be mentally 

nodded, acknowledging Anthony’s 

through the facility, Anthony halted in front of 

Chapter 492 

Veronica’s eyes brightened with hope. “Is it my husband? Have my two sons come to see me?” 

The doctor patiently reassured her, saying, “You will find out once you go out and see for yourself.” 



Eagerly, Veronica hurriedly got out of bed, hastily getting dressed and vigorously combing her hair in 

front of the glass window. She adjusted her hospital gown, tying a pair of long johns around her waist 

and securing the loose gown. In her mind, she believed she looked incredibly fashionable and nodded 

with satisfaction. 

In the reception room, Veronica’s wish came true as she spotted Anthony. Overjoyed, she rushed 

toward him, exclaiming, “Darling, you’ve come to see me!” 

However, Charlie intercepted her path, coming to a halt in front of her. 

Veronica’s mood suddenly soured, and she scolded, “Who do you think you are? How dare you block my 

way! If you don’t watch out, I’ll have my husband deal with you!” 

Charlie glanced at Anthony, seeking his guidance. 

Anthony nonchalantly instructed, “Let her pass,” 

Charlie appeared perplexed. Given Veronica’s current state, retrieving the watch would prove 

challenging. 

However, he reassured himself that money had a way of resolving difficulties. If Veronica refused to 

cooperate, he could persuade the doctor to administer a sedative before searching for the watch. 

Veronica felt a surge of satisfaction as Charlie stepped aside. Being a member of the Crawford family, 

she expected to be treated with respect, just as it should be. 

With a bashful demeanor, Veronica approached Anthony and softly addressed him, “Darling…” 

Anthony raised his hand, placing a talisman on her forehead. 

Veronica’s eyes widened in astonishment. 

but found himself 

the doctor displayed skepticism and 

such mystical practices? Could it possibly be effective? 

doctor wondered if it was because he had to treat patients in the psychiatric 

could only hear Anthony ask, “Where’s the 

to doubt whether Veronica would retrieve it, he saw her obediently taking out the watch from 

placed the watch 

inspecting it, Anthony handed the watch to Charlie and instructed, “Send it 

took hold of the 

didn’t know Mr. Anthony 

Lilly claimed that 

from his pocket and left the room, wiping his hands clean as 



stood there in a daze until the nurse escorted her back to the 

to two sons for the Crawford family, with 

her outburst, the nurse swiftly administered an injection to calm 

head, the nurse silently acknowledged, “This patient’s condition seems to be deteriorating. Even 

medication seems to have little effect. It 

unable to resist his curiosity, he spoke up, asking, “Mr. Anthony, what was that talisman you stuck to her 

forehead 

children at home. The idea is to engage with the mentally ill and utilize their thought processes to 

realization dawned 

Anthony 

adjacent ward, the doctor would have had no doubts. 

How did the talisman burn?” the doctor 

his fingertips. With a gentle touch, a cold blue flame 

to the situation than he had initially perceived. It was 

need any assistance, feel 

 

Chapter 493 

Deep within, Charlie felt annoyed, but he recognized that the employee had bumped into him by 

accident. He could not just fire her. 

However, looking at her current state, she did not seem she could afford it. 

As the girl continued to cry, Charlie’s frustration grew. “I didn’t mean to do it,” she sobbed. 

 

 

“Mr. Brown, please tell me how much it costs. I’ll pay for it. I’ll buy a new one for you,” 

Tears streamed down her face as if Charlie did something to her. 

Speechless, Charlie replied, “You can’t afford it,” 

Desperately, the girl clutched his sleeve, her voice choked with emotion. “It’s my fault, and I’ll take 

responsibility for it, no matter what,” 

Charlie’s frown deepened, and he rolled up his sleeves. 

“This watch belongs to Mr. Anthony. It’s worth 100 million dollars. How could you afford to pay for it?” 



The girl was momentarily taken aback, her tears streaming even more intensely. “How could this 

happen… What am I going to do now?” 

Charlie felt a mix of frustration and sympathy as he thought she was only good at crying. 

 and then arrange for the watch to be repaired. While the scratches could be fixed, it was unlikely to be 

restored to its 

 take me to 

 Mr. Anthony would want me to pay 

 silence, 

 Mr. Anthony wouldn’t want you 

 there so many strange 

 entered the elevator without uttering a single 

 getting back 

 was she this 

 

 yet she was constantly 

 she bumped into 

 heart, the girl retrieved her documents, only to be instructed 

 evil spirit coiled around the girl’s head—it was the 

 I do? It’s difficult enough to find a host, but 

 trapped. Yesterday, she was compelled to remain on the desolate hill for hours, 

 abandon her current host without finding a new one, she 

 fervently from the depths of 

 me from 

 for its tolerance and employee welfare. The weeping spirit realized that 

 should be fine… She won’t enter Anthony’s office, and even if she does, Anthony wouldn’t 

 Even if she isn’t fired, she 

 Holdings, 

Lilly and the man in the white robe would unlikely visit Crawford Holdings for no reason. 

And even if they did come, there was no guarantee they would encounter her. 



With this thought in mind, the crying spirit felt a sense of relief. 

As she contemplated, a few familiar figures entered through the door. 

At the forefront was a graceful and refined elderly lady, accompanied by two children. 

Following closely behind the young boy was a woman with a pale complexion, and behind her was a 

man in a white robe. 

The little girl skipped ahead, clad in a pink puffy jacket and a tiny red hat. 

Her rosy cheeks and bright eyes were adorable, captivating everyone’s attention like blooming flowers. 

The crying spirit’s expression froze instantly! 

Could it be? 

Was she seeing things? 

Right after she finished speaking, they appeared… 

Was this some kind of game? 
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A beloved cutie arrived at the company, accompanied by Anthony’s mother. Everyone eagerly crowded 

around, and though some hesitated to approach and greet, they still wore their brightest smiles and 

waved their hands. 

However, Wendy harbored an inexplicable notion— she wanted to escape! 

Her mind felt foggy, consumed by an idea… 

But why? 

That was Mr. Anthony’s mother. She was the one who broke Anthony’s watch. Although Anthony might 

be upset, his mother was an elderly woman, maybe she would be more understanding… 

If Wendy were to step forward and apologize, and Bettany was to forgive her, then Anthony might not 

be angry anymore. 

Wendy had the intention to approach her, but as soon as she lifted her legs, she ended up fleeing 

instead. 

Lilly sneered, “Who’s that lady?” 

Bettany overheard Lilly and turned to look. 

Amidst the crowd, the young girl spotted her immediately. 

“What’s wrong with her?” Bettany asked the receptionist who was leading the way. 



The receptionist glanced over and respectfully replied, “She’s a new intern from the customer service 

department named Wendy,” 

Bettany nodded and instructed, “Can you tell her to come here?” 

The receptionist was puzzled. Had Wendy and Bettany already met? Why did Bettany call her over after 

looking at her? 

Wendy had gained a reputation for being clumsy and bursting into tears whenever she encountered 

trouble, a perception that had spread throughout several departments. Everyone assumed she had 

secured her position by crying, but now it seemed that things were not as they appeared. 

With lingering doubts, the receptionist made her way to find Wendy. 

On the top floor… 

Wearing a somber expression, Anthony said, “I’ll have it repaired tomorrow, you may leave!” 

Charlie observed that despite his unhappiness, Anthony managed to maintain his composure. 

It seemed that ever since Lilly joined the Crawford family, their boss, Mr. Anthony’s temper had 

improved. 

“Yes, sir,” Charlie replied hastily, fearing that Anthony might change his mind. 

to leave, he received a call informing 

informed Anthony, “Mr. Anthony, Mrs. Crawford 

and responded, “Please 

added, “Miss Lisa 

then remembered that Charlie had mistaken Bettany for Lisa. 

“Oh, 

and piercing gaze. “Next time, let’s get straight to 

his 

main focus 

she 

what a spoiled girl—although Miss Lilly isn’t Mr. Anthony’s biological daughter, 

Downstairs… 

desperately trying to control Wendy and make her flee, 

as she rested upon 

end connecting to the crying spirit while the other attached to 



able to see it, they would witness a malignant spirit lying behind Wendy sucking 

pondered on them 

softly. “I don’t even dare to approach 

me only grows, and they keep mistreating me,” Wendy spoke to herself through her tears. 

blamed herself and sought solace in 

more the crying 

she was a perfect 

spirit felt that half of the energy that dispersed earlier had returned, albeit slightly diminished. 

Nevertheless, it was better 

fleeing…” The sobbing spirit made its plans. “I 

managed to 

thoughts, the ghost suddenly heard a sweet voice asking, “Hey, why are you 

the crying spirit looked 

want her host anymore, so she decided 

the next moment, Lilly patted her and said, “Call 

Everyone was puzzled. 

still in a daze 

was also bewildered. Could this 

reason she had survived was by 

doubt, 

wrong, run 

familiar but you don’t know 

but today, she 

feeling unloved, and began to cry out, “Why? I’ve endured so many hardships. I thought this was the 

final chapter, but I 

Chapter 495 

After understanding Wendy’s logic, everyone was even more speechless. 

Wendy was overheard when she was crying in the bathroom once. She cried like a drama heroine and 

asked why she was like this. Everyone made things difficult for her, bullying her as an intern. 



In fact, in the Crawford Holdings, it was very rare for interns to be bullied. Everyone was busy with their 

own KPI, and of course there might be outliers. 

However, what Wendy said was that everyone bullied her. 

She must know that after she joined the Crawford Holdings, the supervisor asked her to manage the 

customers at first, but the customer made things difficult for her, and she cried when she came back, 

saying that she could not handle that customer. 

The supervisor had no choice but to arrange for her an easier client, but she came back and cried, saying 

that the client spoke in a tactful way and she could not understand what the client wanted. 

She kept coming back crying after changing several customers in a row, saying that she was useless. 

Later, the supervisor had no choice but to let her dawdle in the office, and when the internship period 

ended and failed the assessment, she would naturally be eliminated. 

Maybe Wendy also shared the same thought, so she was very active in the office to help this person 

print documents, help that person buy coffee, running up and down working very hard. 

In the end, she still blamed others for making things difficult for her… 

She listened as the colleagues talked. 

Wendy cried even harder, with a look of bewilderment, as if she did not know what to do. 

Old Mrs. Crawford’s pet peeve was people who cry at every turn. 

From the first time she saw Wendy until now, she had never stopped crying. 

Old Mrs. Crawford looked at Lilly, “Lilly, do you want to go and look for your uncle?” 

As soon as the words fell, Anthony’s voice could be heard saying, “What happened?” 

Anthony’s aura was cold and hard, his expression was unapproachable, and everyone unconsciously 

stepped out of the way. 

ran over, hopped up on her toes, and threw 

her dotingly, and said in a warm voice, “Such 

as she smiled, “Yes, 

the employees of the Crawford Holdings felt incredible, and some 

had never seen 

to be 

this iceberg-faced president was handsome, he was even more scary. Someone tried to hook up with 

him but 

Sacked overnight! 

given double the KPI directly, and were asked to leave if they could not 



themselves. In the Crawford Holdings, the first important principle was not to have unreasonable 

thoughts about the 

of him seemed to be 

her eyes lit up a little bit, her thoughts were 

her mouth pursed, and she choked up, “I’m sorry, Mr. Crawford! I had too many documents to print 

today, so I did not pay attention to 

Crawford frowned, subconsciously glanced at 

gaze was 

her son 

be able to see the inappropriate thoughts of 

easy to fool, he 

was she coveting 

you, and he did not ask 

the influence of their aunt, their whole family had read 108 

kind of trick did 

full of tears, and she was very pitiful, “President 

this at all, and said 

was stunned, and could not help crying, “I… 

in a businesslike 

aggrieved, and if she had any solution, she just wanted to apologize and be 

not short of money, so he could buy ten 

why could 

cried and said, “I really 
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Lilly said again, “If you really feel sorry, then go home and find your parents, sell the car and the house, 

borrow money from your good friends, and then return it to my uncle!” 

Wendy cried bitterly, “My family had no money, no house or car, and I had no friends to lend me 

money…” 

Lilly, “Look, look, so you still got into trouble and want someone else to wipe your ass?” 



She heard this sentence from her master unintentionally, and finally gave her a chance to use it. 

Old Mrs. Crawford stared, almost wanting to cover Lilly’s mouth. 

Where did you learn this sentence? 

However, the words were not rough… 

Old Mrs. Crawford frowned and said, “Okay…” 

Wendy was overjoyed, thinking Old Mrs. Crawford could not stand it anymore. 

However, she continued to say, “Since you could not afford it, go to work, do not come here to gaslight 

people, and ask people to forgive you.” 

She looked at Wendy coldly, “You caused someone else to lose hundreds of thousands of dollars. It was 

already generous to not have you pay for it. Do not push further and ask others to forgive you.” 

After old Mrs. Crawford finished speaking, she looked at Anthony, “Where did this intern come from? 

How did she get in? How is she placed in the customer service department with such an unclear mind?” 

Anthony nodded, “Charlie, ask her to settle her wages and let her go today.” 

When everyone heard it, it was as expected! 

This was fate… 

Wendy really panicked this time, the Crawford Holdings was not easy to get in, and the benefits were 

good. 

After leaving here, where would she find such good company? 

“President Crawford, I was wrong, I was really wrong!” 

Wendy actually knelt down and crawled towards Anthony, “I will kneel down and admit my mistake, 

please forgive me!” 

“I know that I broke your watch and caused you a huge loss! I asked about the repair fee, and they said 

it would cost seven or eight hundred thousand…” 

hard to repay you… I will pay 

felt a 

was this 

uncle the wages. What difference does it 

adults always like to play rascals 

contributed 

service department could 

you made? It is good enough 



time the supervisor asked you to receive the three clients, one ran away because of your temper, one 

had to be coaxed by our supervisor for a long time, and the other one just ignored us and disappeared 

when he saw us coming. What did you 

and we said no! You cried and 

had to bring me water, including today, my computer was blacked out twice by you! There was still 

see you, and you did 

when you make trouble, and you want 

was because there was too much resentment accumulated, and everyone broke out 

Everyone was blaming Wendy. 

did not bother to look at these, he turned 

got anxious, got up and rushed over to hug Anthony’s 

with a loud sound, she bumped into something 

pupils shrank in fright, and a woman with a face as pale 

straight up, used a fork to lift 

repeated, 

was terrified and burst into tears, “Let me go, 

called to his 

overjoyed and cried, “Miss Lilly, 

over and 

crybaby’s face and pulled her to tear 

the eldest uncle was very tall, so she was easily lifted up like a 

sideways, and old Mrs. Crawford also 

baby cried and chirped, completely devoid 

her, she felt the oppression that 

if the man floating next to him was not wearing a red judge’s uniform, 

said, “It is alright, Auntie, thank you for your hard 

Wendy with both hands like a forklift, 

did not seem to be human, her whole body was 

out the door and fell into the 



and stood up crying, “President Crawford, no, how can I live without this job, I really did not mean 

gave a low 

the first place, just 
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Old Mrs. Crawford stood up, took out her mobile phone, looked at it, and said, “Charlie, I’m going to 

meet a friend, she is waiting for me over there, please give me a ride.” 

Charlie, “Okay, old Mrs. Crawford!” 

Old Mrs. Crawford looked at Anthony, “I will pick up Lilly later, take care of her and do not let her run 

around! I will come at you if she fell.” 

Anthony nodded. 

Lilly waved her hand, “Do not worry, granny, goodbye granny~” 

Lisa looked at her own hand, raised it and waved it, “Granny, see you.” 

Old Mrs. Crawford, “…” 

She was a little disappointed. 

She silently turned and left. 

Josh sat on the sofa, peeled an orange, and gave it to Lilly and Lisa at the same time. 

At the same time, he said heartbrokenly, “You should not call her granny, only my younger sister calls 

her granny.” 

Lisa stared at the oranges on the table, and suddenly reached out to take them, without blinking her 

eyes. 

Suddenly she took a big bite and swallowed the whole thing. 

Josh was startled, and frantically picked the orange in her mouth, “Oh, you need to peel it, peel it! Did I 

not peel it for you…” 

Before he finished speaking, Lisa took out the half-eaten orange and handed it to him. 

Josh stared blankly, his mother was… Peeling oranges for him? 

Good gracious, imported skin peeling method. 

“No, no need..,” Josh said blankly. 

the corners of her lips, and 

Josh, “…” 



he had completely forgotten what he was going to teach just now, and he was struggling between 

eating and 

would stare at him. If he ate it, well, 

orange into her mouth again, coaxing like 

mouth was stuffed, she looked at Lilly, and then 

oranges, grapes, apples, cherries, 

ate it 

babbled and ate the orange in her mouth, she picked up 

directly, Anthony quickly took the banana from her hand, peeled 

flash of realization in Lisa’s 

be peeled, and 

did not “make 

crying spirit, 

said sobbingly, “I was a professional weeper when I 

there was 

and Josh suddenly became interested and 

else dies, you would weep for them?” Lilly 

crying spirit nodded, 

or 100 years old when he dies. Sometimes the children and grandchildren could not 

we do at a time like this? We should then hire 

was the most professional weeper in ten miles and eight towns back then, so everyone liked 

“So you cried 

spirit hesitated 

when I 

was a child. My mother took me to go shopping. I saw a toy and wanted 

when she was annoyed, and 

wanted to pick up when I 

spirit’s parents thought that if it was normal for a kid to cry, she would get better 

cried even more when she grew 



she did not 

cried when she could not keep up 
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The crybaby recalled her sad past, which was her first love… As she thought about it, tears fell down 

again, and she complained like before, “Every time I think of giving him all my sincerity, we only end up 

breaking up… I felt bad.” 

“Should you not love all of her when you love someone? I love to cry, I admit it, but he made me cry 

first!” 

“Why could he not coax me tenderly and meticulously all the time? I did not want to cry, but sometimes 

when autumn came, I felt sad and tears fell. He should hug me lovingly and say: Silly girl…” 

Lilly: Confused. 

Josh: Silly girl? It should be stupid… ass. 

“I often talked to my friends, and I cried when I mentioned it. In the end, I cried to all the friends in the 

class and the classmates I knew in a department. Four years of college had passed.” 

Pablo, “…” 

After graduating from university, it must be very uncomfortable to step into society at the beginning, 

and of course crying was inevitable. 

At the beginning, colleagues who just met would comfort her, but later they avoided her when they saw 

her. 

Lilly was dumbfounded, “That was the same case as that aunt just now, no?” 

The crying spirit pouted her lips and said aggrievedly, “How can it be the same? At least I will not cry and 

beg for forgiveness…” 

Josh said, “It is probably about the same.” 

The crying spirit did not make any excuses, but said, “I had cried my way through ten companies…” 

Josh was startled, “Ten companies! You are amazing…” 

it! They always say that I had a glass heart, but I did not. According to the old saying, it is because my 

Lisa looked at her without saying a word, 

I did 

a blacklist for corporate recruitment? You should be famous in 

crybaby nodded, “Maybe… I could not help it, so I begged the supervisor of the original company to let 

me go back. If she did 



his head, “Hey, 

“The ex-supervisor was annoyed by me, so he said angrily: You love to cry so much, so you should 

become a professional 

heard that there was still this profession, and then I went back to my hometown and 

the one who 

a few minutes at the beginning, then howl 

sat there, listening to the sad suona sound, her eyes turned 

out of the door, and when the coffin was buried, she also cried all the way 

the truth thought 

famous 

and urban areas, had 

my business, and many old people die if they could not survive the severe winter. I almost had to go to 

two games a day. After each session, I could get seven hundred to 

could earn two to three hundred thousand a 

more than a proper 

and Josh were 

eye 

asked enthusiastically, “Is the crying 

sixty thousand dollars a year, a better one would get seventy to eighty thousand. The ones that are not 

good could 

different, she 

eyes go blind?” Lilly looked into 

than 

spirit shook her head, “No, just drink a lot of water 

was speechless for a while, and found that it was very scientific and reasonable. Tears were water, and if 

you cried all day, you would need to drink more 

bring out salt, and salt 
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“Since it was unlucky, they should hide as far away as possible, but still ask you for money. Were they 

not afraid that spending your money would make them even more unlucky?” 

Josh nodded, “That’s right, they were obviously greedy for money. I think their two grandchildren died 

in a row, it was completely self-inflicted.” 

The crying spirit sobbed, “That’s what I said too.” 

Lilly, “And then?” 

“Then they beat me up and took away all my bank cards and all the money I had hidden on my body. 

They even said that if I dared not give them money to atone for my sins, they would spread the bad 

news about me all over the country. Then no one would even dare to hire me for weeping.” 

This way, the crying spirit cried for another two years. During this period, her ex-husband had two more 

children who died. The family felt that something was wrong, so they went to check and found out that 

the ex-husband’s sperm was deformed… 

The ex-husband’s family felt that she brought bad luck. The deformity was not detected sooner or later, 

why only when they had to give birth to a son was it detected. 

It was her fault. 

This time even Pablo could not help but look up. 

“The deformity was congenital, what did it have to do with you?” He frowned. 

Josh: This involved his knowledge blind spot. 

When he was in physiology and hygiene class, he knew the difference between men and women, he 

knew about the ‘tadpoles’… but he did not know more. 

Josh turned his head and asked Anthony, “Dad, why are human sperms deformed?” 

Anthony choked on a mouthful of tea, he glanced at Lilly, and said in a deep voice, “Don’t ask about 

something that the kids should not know about.” 

He would get beaten up by his mother later. 

Pablo said, “In short, it is not about the crying spirit, it is a genetic problem that a person was born 

with.” 

that it 

family was simply making trouble for 

simply because of the crying spirit’s character problem. He guessed that she was beaten to death 

because she cried too much, 

to 

as you guessed. I did not accept it. I say that my ex-husband was the reason for his own failure, but he 

wanted to blame me for being unlucky. I wanted to report to the 



not only did she refuse to apologize, she even dared to 

angry, he beat her up, drowned her in the water tank, 

From the time she struggled with her ex-husband’s family, she was repeatedly scolded and forced to 

kneel by her ex-husband’s family every day. She 

death had 

resentment and 

when 

the crying spirit finished talking about what happened to her, she was already 

tears after death were not real tears, but deathly 

felt 

see if the window was open, only to find 

all the fruits 

have finished them?” 

cherries into her mouth, and then 

and Lilly think of Lisa, and when they turned 

left on the table 

big plates of fruit were all 

told her to eat the fruit obediently, she took it seriously… She really finished all the 

that the peel of the fruit was not edible, she would have eaten the peel 

opened his mouth, “Auntie, you… You did 

not tell you to finish 

and pointed at 

“Finish?” 

want to 

the word ‘finish’, thinking that the fruit peels should also be eaten, so Josh hurriedly threw the fruit 

peels into the trash 

her for a while, and she had 

Chapter 500 

After catching the crying spirit, Lilly had been thinking about the professional weeper. 



In the past, she could earn two to three hundred thousand a year, although this was inseparable from 

the crying spirit is special ability… 

However, she really was a little swayed~ 

Not sure how much money crying spirits could make now? 

Lilly thought about it and asked, raised her head and asked, “Uncle, how much does it cost to hire a 

weeper?” 

Anthony answered every question, and quickly glanced at the information he found, “In Alfornada, the 

professional price is 5,000 dollars, and people with good family conditions still need weepers in front of 

the funeral parlor. It is more expensive, including one-stop service, about 50,000 dollars for a team.” 

Lilly’s eyes widened, wow! 

“How many people are in a team?” 

Anthony, “Generally there are three to five people, depending on word of mouth. Some people also 

provide the coffin bearer service, which means sending the soul off, that would require an additional 

50,000.” 

Lilly immediately felt that she could do it. 

She could also send people directly to the Palace of the Ruler of Hell! 

“I can make a team! Auntie Crybaby is in charge of crying, Auntie Harem is in charge of talking about 

business, Mr. Foolish and Michael will be in the lead, and I am in charge of sending people to the Palace 

of Hell..,” Lilly said excitedly. 

Such a professional team, a fee of 100,000 dollars was not too much, right? 

“Ghosts only need candies, fifty dollars for a big pack of candies…” 

Lilly stretched out her fingers and counted randomly, “Brother, how much money can I make from one 

trip??” 

Josh did not expect that there would be so much knowledge in it, and he said in a daze, “Except for 

incense, paper money, props and so on… At least ninety-nine thousand of it will be earned with tears in 

one trip.” 

Ninety-nine thousand dollars to be made from real tears. 

The eyes of the two children were shining brightly, and their emotions suddenly became high: 

Josh said, “Lilly, take me there, I will help you to keep the accounts, without charges! I will not share 

profits with you, I just like to calculate money!” 

Lilly, “Brother, then I will go every weekend, how much money can I make?” 

a net profit of 198,000 a week… a 

or 53 weekends in a year, which means that if we work harder, we can earn at least 10.296 million a 



The total of the 

more than 

up equalled twenty 

year – 

develop a sideline business, selling talismans, looking at locations, choosing grave mounds, etc… It 

to send off the soul… Hire a few more ghosts… If you can catch four 

we can develop a chain of branch companies. In the first year, let us develop a branch company. Let my 

brother manage it without giving him 

just need the salesman to bring back the customer’s date of birth 

calculation, it is not a problem to expand the scale and recruit ten teams, one team with five 

– I am more motivated to catch 

Anthony’s 

plan was so good that the capitalists would cry when they 

if she had 

head and said, “Uncle, if I die in the future, remember that I must not look for the weeping spirit or the 

talisman seller to choose the grave! I 

Anthony, “…” 

you are only four 

for your 

she make plans for himself, Lilly also made plans for her family members, “The family tomb I chose last 

time 

everyone, 

spend money in the 

Lilly exhorted solemnly. 

this money, she was equally stingy as to how she would need to spend money on 

mouth twitched, and he said silently, “Okay, I got 

was the end of the 

the two children continued to discuss whether Aunt Lisa should shit 

of three to four hundred kilograms of food for more than 

did not shit or spit… So where 



behind our backs??” Sitting at the dining table, Josh 

head chef who personally 

asked, “How much 

head chef was confused, 

to 

also cooked steak for my mother. There were two pieces at a time, which was about half a 

foods. If calculated this 

so much, she gained ten to twenty 

thought that he could not 


